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Komar Textiles is a global
leader in apparel — managing
a diverse portfolio of over 100
owned, licensed, and privatelabel brands like Cuddl Duds, On
Gossamer, and BedHead Pajamas.
The company does everything
from design and sourcing to
manufacturing and distribution —
much of that being done at their
Jersey City, NJ headquarters.

innovative multipurpose storage &
furniture

Charles Komar began the company
in 1908, and it quickly gained a
reputation for being one of the
most innovative in the industry.
Komar was the company behind
the first American-made slip in
1917, and in 1946, they were the
first intimate apparel business to
introduce nylon and rayon fibers
as stable fabrics in their products.

The Komar name became synonymous with cutting
edge-high value goods, and they continue to make large
investments in creativity, innovation, customer service,
and social responsibility.
When it came time to redesign their corporate
headquarters, Komar knew it wanted the building’s
interior to be sustainable and functional — but they
also wanted it to look modern and clean for the many

partners and collaborators that would be taken through
tours of the company’s offices and design rooms. The
design room closets had a particular need — they
needed to have sliding doors for easy access to textiles
and supplies, as well as a tackable surface for pinning
fabric to the surfaces during design meetings with
clients or an impromptu design brainstorming session.
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designed
with tackable
surfaces for
pinning fabric
during design
meetings and
impromptu
brainstorming
sessions

When Modern Office Systems was brought into the project with the
furniture contractor for Komar, they knew they had a design they had
done previously that would fit their needs. In collaboration with Hamilton
Casework Solutions, they designed closets with a variety of shelf sizes
and sliding doors they covered with tackable panels, working with Komar
every step of the way until their product designers had everything they
wanted for the closets.

The Komar team liked the quality of the closet mockups
so much that they also asked Modern Office Systems
to design the tables in their workshop with another
tackable surface — a cork top — to eliminate textiles
constantly slipping off of desks and making it more
efficient to work with several types of textiles at a time.
And, so they could maximize the space they had without
having to do an additional storage build out, they also
installed a few high-density mobile storage systems for
hanging clothing and additional stationary shelving.
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At Modern Office Systems, we provide our clients exceptional
experiences through our design consulting and partnering
seamlessly with members of the Architect & Design community,
Furniture Dealers and End-Users to create custom work places
in New York and New Jersey. From complimentary space
assessments, to project design and coordination, to product
installation and ongoing service long after partnering, we pride
ourselves on exemplary customer service.

877.507.2757 | modernofficesystems.com
sales@modernofficesystems.com
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